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A research consultant has recently produced several reports promoting utility company
reporting of all customer payment behaviors and transactions to the major consumer reporting
agencies (CRAs).1 Proponents of full utility reporting contend that it is required to help “thin
file” and “no file” consumers to build credit history and gain access to bank loans and other
sources of credit. However, proponents are also motivated by seeing consumers – even those
who struggle to meet monthly financial obligations – move utility bills to the top of monthly “to
pay” piles in order to mitigate utility risk. In making a “business case” for full utility credit
reporting, a recent publication of the Political and Economic Research Council promotes full
credit reporting as the answer to the question, “How can consumers be encouraged to put their
utility and telecommunication bills at the top of the payment pile?”2
The National Consumer Law Center is concerned that such reporting will result in harm
to low-income and elderly consumers while undermining the policy objectives of state utility
consumer protections. Further, problems with consistency of reported data arise as a result of the
wide variability in state utility credit and collection rules and energy prices, as well as in the
availability of energy efficiency and payment assistance programming. For these reasons we are
opposed to full utility credit reporting -- particularly by franchised, monopoly electric and natural
gas utility distribution companies – unless it is agreed to by customers on an “opt-in” basis.
Traditional Uses of Credit Scores
Credit scores have traditionally been used by prospective creditors and insurance companies
to assess risk, determine whether to provide a service, or determine a charge (e.g., annual
percentage interest rate) for a service.3 They have provided mortgage and automobile lenders,
consumer credit and insurance companies with a fast, automated means of making decisions
regarding provision and pricing of services. Consumers’ credit scores, which are generated by
the “Big Three” credit reporting agencies (CRAs) based on credit report information supplied by
creditors and others, are generated using formulas that are protected as trade secrets. However, it
is known that credit scores are based generally on the following factors in order of weighted
importance:4
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See, e.g., 1 Turner, et al., “Credit Reporting Customer Payment Data: Impact on Customer Payment Behavior and
Furnisher Costs and Benefits,” Political and Economic Research Council, March 2009; PERC, et al., “Policy Brief:
The Promise of Non-financial Data: How Using Energy Utility and Telecoms Payment Data can Help Millions
Build Assets:” and Turner, et al., You Score You Win: The Consequences of Giving Credit Where Credit is Due,”
Political and Economic Research Council, July 2008.
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How the System Works, What You Can Do, Privacy Times, Inc., 2007.
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•
•
•
•
•

Payment History (35%)
Amount Owed – Extent of Indebtedness (30%)
Length of Credit History (15%)
New Lines of Credit (10%)
Types of Credit (10%)

As reflected in the weights associated with the factors above, a consumer’s payment history
is the most critical factor in calculating a credit score. The extent to which a consumer pays his
or her bills on time factors heavily into payment history and generation of a credit score.
Nontraditional Uses of Credit Scores
In recent years, a number of “alternative” credit reports and credit scores have been
created. While the stated purpose of some alternative credit reports is to help low-income and
other underserved consumers who do not have traditional credit histories, many are clearly
intended to limit risk of prospective creditors. Alternative credit reports and scores use
information such as utility and rent payments. Examples of nontraditional credit reporting
include Payment Reporting Builds Credit (PRBC), a credit reporting agency that compiles credit
histories using rent, utility, insurance, and even daycare monthly payments.5 Another example is
the National Consumer Telecom and Utilities Exchange, managed by the credit reporting giant,
Equifax.6
Utility Credit Reporting – Current Practice
There is no national source of information delineating details of how each utility
company reports consumer payment behaviors. However, NCLC’s research indicates that
currently, many unregulated cell phone and cable companies report all customer payments – both
timely and late – to one or more of the CRAs. Some regulated, landline telephone companies
also engage in full credit reporting. However, the vast majority of electric and natural gas
utility companies only report when a seriously delinquent account has been referred to a
collection agency or written off as uncollectible—a tiny percentage of the accounts that are
late.7 To NCLC’s knowledge, the only regulated electric and gas utility companies currently
engaging in full credit reporting are Detroit Edison Company and Nicor Gas Company.
Full Reporting by Electric and Gas Utilities – Harm to Low Income Households
Modifying current electric and gas utility practice by reporting all delinquent accounts
would over time have an adverse impact on low income consumers’ credit scores or force those
households to go without other necessary goods and services. Nationally, millions of residential
5
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utility accounts are in arrears by 30 days or more,8 but are not written off or referred to a
collection agency. The following graph illustrates this dynamic using arrearage and account
write-off data of Iowa electric and gas customers that receive energy assistance through the Low
Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP).
Iowa Electric and Natural Gas Utilities:
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It can be seen from this graph that in Iowa, illustrative of experience nationally, only a
tiny fraction of past due accounts are written off as uncollectible. Thus, under full utility credit
reporting, thousands – in most months, tens of thousands -- of low-income utility customers in
Iowa would on a monthly basis receive negative credit reports that would have an adverse impact
on their credit scores.
Similarly, in Massachusetts, while 32% of all natural gas customers receiving a lowincome rate discount carried arrears of 60 days or more, less than 1 percent of all low-income
discount rate customers had their accounts written off. In other words, the ratio of seriously
delinquent accounts to write-offs was greater than 30 to 1. There would thus be a 30-fold
increase in adverse credit reports under a full reporting regimen. Massachusetts data are
reflected in the table below.
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A limited, “snapshot” survey by the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissions Consumer Affairs
Committee identified 39 million overdue residential electric and natural gas utility accounts in May 2008. Sloan, et
al., “Credit Reporting Customer Payment Data: Impact on Customer Payment Behavior and Furnisher Costs and
Benefits,” November 2008.
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Nationally, the 2008 National Energy Assistance Survey indicated that 47% of LIHEAP
participants skipped or did not pay a full home energy bill in 2008.9 For most of these
households, full utility credit reporting would result in one or more adverse reports to CRAs.
The many low-income households that cannot be served by the limited federal LIHEAP funding
likely experience even more pronounced difficulty making payments.
New adverse information resulting from full utility credit reporting would have a
devastating impact on consumer credit scores, which in turn serves to attract a range of fee
harvesters and predatory lenders. A rare glimpse into credit scoring recently provided by Fair
Isaac Corporation reveals that for a consumer with a FICO score of 680, a single 30 day late
payment results in the assessment of 60 to 80 “damage points.” For a consumer with a “prime”
credit score of 780, a single 30 day late payment results in 90 to 110 damage points.10 New late
payment reports under full utility credit reporting would lower credit scores.
For millions of utility customers whose incomes are insufficient to pay for all necessities,
full credit reporting will mean cutting back on non-utility necessities or risking devastation to
their credit scores. Many low-income households that participate in LIHEAP reported reducing
expenditures on non-utility essentials in 2008, including the following:11
•
•
•

32% went without food for at least one day,
42% went without medical or dental care, and
38% did not fill a prescription or took less than the full dose of a prescribed medicine.

The “stick” of full utility reporting to the credit bureaus and the attempt to push utility
bills to the “top of the payment pile” will likely exacerbate this dynamic in low-income
9

APPRISE, National Energy Assistance Directors’ Association, “2008 National Energy Assistance Survey,” p. iii,
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households. In the case of elders, sacrificing prescribed medicines or compromising indoor
temperatures to reduce utility expenditures bring particularly serious threats to health, safety and
general well-being.
Not surprisingly, low-income consumers are far more likely than their higher-income
counterparts to be late in paying a home energy bill. The push toward full utility reporting seems
to be based on the assumption that if low-income households would simply manage their
finances more effectively they would be current on their monthly bills and good credit history
would follow. Unfortunately, the reality in many low-income households is that income and
expenses simply do not match up, and late payment of some bills is nearly impossible to avoid.
In addition, utility payment troubles over the past several years have worsened in light of
increased home energy prices and price volatility, deteriorating economic conditions and
personal income, and increases in the prices of and expenditures for health care and other,
competing necessities.
As a result of these income and expense realities, full utility credit reporting will cause
disproportionate harm in low-income households. Similarly, home energy bill payment troubles
are more pronounced in certain households grouped according to circumstances that are related
to income, such as race, household structure, disability status, and health insurance coverage.
Therefore, full utility reporting will adversely and disproportionately affect these households as
well. The following series of graphs were produced using data from the 1998 Survey of Income
and Program Participation. It should be noted that these are the most recent SIPP data on utility
payment. The percentages of late payers reflected in these charts are far lower than those that
apply today. However, the graphs clearly illustrate the extent to which utility payment troubles
are concentrated among specific income and demographic groups.
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Unfortunately, recent moderation in home energy prices has not equated to reduced
payment difficulties or in lower demand for energy assistance. In fact, demand for energy
assistance is surging across the U.S. As the FY 2010 LIHEAP programs open, state LIHEAP
program administrators have reported that applications are at record levels, with many people
seeking assistance for the first time. For example, Colorado's LIHEAP has already seen a 40
percent increase in applications over last year. The Energy Assistance Office in Terre Haute,
Indiana, reported its applications have tripled from two years ago and doubled from last year. In
Alabama and Missouri police were called to help with crowd control as hundreds lined up to
receive help paying their energy bills.12 Increased demand for limited energy assistance
resources signals increased payment difficulties in low-income households. Full utility credit
reporting will place additional pressure on struggling households, and as indicated above, wreak
havoc on the credit scores of those struggling households who may be late in making payments
even once or twice per year.
Utility Credit Reporting and State Regulatory Consumer Protections
Recognizing that electric and natural gas utility services are necessities of life, and that in
most cases they are delivered by franchised, monopoly companies, states have adopted
regulatory consumer protection frameworks that limit or prohibit disconnection of service to
elderly, seriously ill or disabled customers who are experiencing financial hardship. Others limit
or prohibit disconnection of service seasonally during harsh weather months. Still others
prohibit disconnection of service when outdoor temperatures or heat indexes are forecast to
exceed specific thresholds.13
In Massachusetts, for example, utilities are prohibited from disconnecting service in lowincome households where occupants are elderly or disabled. In addition Massachusetts utilities
cannot disconnect service in households where there is an infant under 12 months of age.
Further, Massachusetts utilities are prohibited from terminating service between November 15
and April 15 in households were there is financial hardship. Many other states have adopted
some combination of similar protections.
While these protections are not intended to absolve customers from paying utility bills
over the long run, they are intended to protect vulnerable customers from loss of vital service
during times of financial hardship. They send consumers and utility companies the message that
electric and natural gas service is distinct from other goods and services, and that access should
be protected in order to avert threats to health and safety. Full utility credit reporting, by
threatening consumers with the adverse credit score ramifications of delaying payment even
during an emergency, would operate in conflict with the policy objectives these protections.
Suggesting that utility payment behaviors should be fully reported to the CRAs in the same
manner as other financial transactions fails to recognize both the unique nature of utility service
and the policy objectives of long-standing consumer protection rules that have been adopted by
the regulatory commissions in states across the country.
12

LIHEAP Clearinghouse, December 2009.
A complete catalog of state utility regulatory consumer protections and customer service rules may be found in
Appendix A. of Access to Utility Service, National Consumer Law Center, 2008.
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Implementation Concerns – Accuracy, Transparency, Fairness and Consistency
Credit reporting generally has long been subject to criticisms regarding inaccuracy of
reports, the lack of transparency of proprietary “black box” credit score calculation formulas, and
the discriminatory treatment of ethnic minority groups.14 However, the prospect of full utility
credit reporting brings a host of additional concerns. Problems with consistency of reported data
arise as a result of the wide variability in state utility credit and collection rules, pricing of
residential electric and natural gas service, and in the availability of energy efficiency and
payment assistance programming. These state-specific rules, pricing conditions, and programs
are critical determinants of the extent to which low-income customers are able to make electric
and natural gas utility payments in a timely manner. Low-income customers in states with
relatively harsh customer service rules, where prices and expenditures for home energy services
are high, and where payment assistance through LIHEAP and non-federal discount rate programs
is limited, face greater difficulties keeping up with timely payments than do customers in states
with more favorable circumstances.
Customer Service Rules – Bill Payment Timeframes and Deferred Payment Agreements
Utility customer service rules and regulations, promulgated by state regulatory
commissions, include provisions regarding bill payment timeframes and establishment of
deferred payment agreements. These provisions vary widely across states, and have a
tremendous bearing on the extent to which low-income utility customers make timely payments.
State provisions vary on the period of time that must expire from when a bill is rendered
to when it is considered past due. In Alabama, for example, a bill is due 10 days after it is
rendered.15 However, in Alaska a bill is not considered past due for 40 days.16 In Georgia,
electric utility customers have 45 days to pay before a bill is considered late.17 These varying
timeframes create problems in generating and interpreting utility credit reports. In reporting
payment of consumer debt, there is a standard, 30-day delinquency guideline. With utility
reporting, will the 30-day reporting guideline apply irrespective of whether a state has ruled that
a customer has more or less time to make a timely bill payment? If not, will utilities only report
after the state-allowed timeframe has expired? In the former case, credit reporting will in most
cases be inconsistent with state regulations. In the latter case, there will be disparity in the
amount of time consumers in different states will have to pay before an adverse report is
rendered. The latter case therefore creates a scenario where there will be a discriminatory credit
scoring impact on consumers residing in states with short utility bill payment timeframes.
In addition to bill payment timeframes, most states have adopted requirements that utility
companies offer residential customers a payment plan, or deferred payment agreement, as an
14

For a complete discussion regarding accuracy of credit reports, see Wu, Fair Credit Reporting, Chapter 4; for
transparency issues see Chapter 14.5. For analysis of disparate impact of credit scoring, see, e.g., Kabler,
“Insurance-Based Credit Scores: Impact on Minority and Low Income Populations in Missouri,” Missouri
Department of Insurance, January 2004.
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Alabama PSC Gen. R. 12.
16
Alaska Admin. Code tit. 3, § 52.45.
17
Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 515-3-2.0, -3-2.02, -3-3.02(B), -7-6.02.
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alternative to disconnection of service. The terms of these agreements vary considerably between
states and even between utility companies operating within a particular state. The structure of
these agreements has a bearing on whether past balances will be successfully paid off and on the
extent to which limited-income customers will be able to pay current charges in full. Thus,
disparity in utility deferred payment agreement requirements presents an additional utility credit
reporting consistency problem.
An initial question is the extent to which customers who have retained service and are
successfully paying off a previous balance under terms of a deferred payment agreement would
be considered “late” for credit reporting purposes. Even if successful payment of arrears under a
deferred payment agreement does not result in the generation of adverse credit reporting,
consistent interpretation of reports from utilities operating under varying payment agreement
guidelines is problematic. Review of the deferred payment agreement provisions adopted in
Rhode Island and Iowa, respectively, is instructive. In both states, companies are required to
offer customers in arrears initial payment agreements with terms of at least 12 months. Down
payments are not required on initial agreements in either state. Despite these parallels, there are
significant disparities between the states’ deferred payment agreement provisions. In Rhode
Island, if a customer enrolled in a payment plan is late or misses a payment for any reason, they
are assigned new payment plan terms with increasingly onerous down payment requirements.18
In Iowa, the term of an initial payment agreement must be “reasonable” and take into account a
household’s specific income and expense circumstances. If after showing a good faith effort to
adhere to the terms of an initial agreement a customer is late or misses a payment, the utility
company is required to offer the customer a second reasonable payment agreement of equal or
greater term than the initial agreement.19 The Iowa approach builds in the potential for longer
repayment terms if household circumstances warrant and allows for non-punitive renegotiation.
Thus, from a utility credit reporting perspective, Iowa electric and natural gas customers are at a
relative advantage to similarly-situated customers in Rhode Island. Full credit reporting,
however, is likely to undermine Iowa’s policy decision, by reporting these customers as
delinquent.
Home Energy Expenditures
The level of average home energy expenditures in a particular state or region is driven by
residential energy prices and weather conditions. Unlike consumer spending on discretionary
items, expenditure levels for basic home energy and utility service are based primarily on factors
beyond a consumer’s control. Full utility credit reporting will not account for disparities in
necessary home expenditure levels, but will instead tend to penalize customers from highpriced/harsh weather states and regions to a greater extent than those living where prices are low
and weather conditions are more moderate. The following tables reflect regional differences in
residential electricity and natural gas prices, and in average monthly cooling and heating degree
days.

18
19

R.I. Code R. 90 060 002, Part V.
IA Admin. Code 199-19.4(10).
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Census Division

2009 Average
Residential Electricity
Price (cents/kWh)

2009 Average
Residential Natural Gas
Price ($/1000 Cubic
Feet)

East North Central
East South Central
Middle Atlantic
Mountain
New England
Pacific Contiguous
South Atlantic
West North Central
West South Central

10.9
9.5
15.1
10.1
17.5
12.4
11.3
9.1
11.3

11.02
13.69
15.18
10.54
16.77
10.23
15.6
10.58
12.07

Census Division

30-year Normal
Cooling Degree
Days/Mo

30-year Normal Heating
Degree Days/Mo

East North Central
East South Central
Middle Atlantic
Mountain
New England
Pacific Contiguous
South Atlantic
West North Central
West South Central

730
1566
666
1307
443
756
1983
948
2479

6497
3604
5911
5209
6611
3228
2853
6750
2287

Source: US Energy Information Administration, Short-term Energy Outlook, December 2009.

Based on the pricing and weather condition disparities reflected in these tables, it is not
surprising that the 2009 – 2010 natural gas winter home heating expenditures in the Northeastern
Census Region are projected by the U.S. Energy Information Administration to be more than
double those in the Western Census Region.20 Similarly, there are tremendous home cooling
expenditure disparities between states and regions during summer months. For example, average
electricity expenditures in the hot weather, high-priced state of Texas are nearly double those of
the lower-priced and moderate climate state of Washington. Under full utility credit reporting,
customers residing in states with high prices and harsh climates will continue to be forced to
spend more for basic service, will be more likely to be late or miss a utility payment, and will
thus be penalized through issuance of credit score damage points by the CRAs.
This disparate treatment will be exacerbated by year-to-year differences. If the Upper
Midwest experiences an unusually harsh winter, while New England has a mild winter, lowincome customers in the former region will likely fall behind on their utility bills to a greater

20

U.S. Department of Energy/Energy Information Administration, “Short-term Energy Outlook,” December 2009.
EIA has forecast Northeast Census Region natural gas home heating expenditures during the winter of 2009 – 2010
to average $1,123. Average West Census Region expenditures are forecast to be $497.
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extent. Credit scores that reflect weather patterns rather than creditworthiness are unfair to
consumers.
Availability of Low Income Energy Assistance
Another important factor in determining the extent to which low-income consumers are
able to remain current on their monthly electric and natural gas utility bills is the availability of
bill payment assistance and energy efficiency programming. Just as there are disparities in state
regulatory consumer protections, customer service rules, and home energy expenditure levels,
there is also wide variability in the availability of resources to assist low-income households stay
current on their utility bills. Full utility credit reporting will not fairly and consistently reflect
these energy program disparities.
The table on the following page shows state LIHEAP allocation totals for FY 2009 and
state supplements to LIHEAP from 2007 (the most recently reported data). To estimate the lowincome energy assistance resources available on a per capita basis I divided funding totals by
state populations below 125% of the federal poverty level. Review of these data reveals that
energy assistance that contributes to affordability of utility bills in low-income households varies
significantly state-to-state. Given the increased likelihood that low-income utility customers
who do not have access to meaningful energy assistance will be late or miss utility payments, full
utility credit reporting will unfairly penalize low-income consumers living in states where there
is limited funding of utility payment assistance and energy efficiency programs.
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Summary and Conclusions
•

Full utility credit reporting is being aggressively promoted as a way of pushing utility
bills to the top of consumers’ “to-pay” piles.

•

Currently, the vast majority of electric and natural gas utilities report only on seriously
delinquent accounts that have been referred to a collection agency or written off as
uncollectible.

•

Millions of electric and natural gas utility accounts that are in arrears but have not been
written off are currently not reported, but would be under full utility credit reporting.

•

A single late payment damages a credit score by 60 to 110 points. Low credit scores
signal fee harvesters and predatory lenders to market consumers.

•

Low-income consumers are far more likely than their higher-income counterparts to be
late in paying a home energy bill.

•

Full utility credit reporting would exert additional financial pressure on low-income
households, and increase the likelihood that expenditures for necessities such as food or
medical care will be reduced to avoid serious credit scoring consequences. these
pressures bring particularly serious threats to the health, safety, and wellbeing of elders.

•

Full utility credit reporting would undermine the policy objectives of state regulatory
consumer protections intended to shield vulnerable consumers, particularly elderly and
disabled consumers, from loss of necessary electric and natural gas utility service.

•

There is tremendous disparity between states in the stringency of customer service rules,
the level of home energy prices, and the availability of low-income energy assistance
programs.

•

Full utility credit reporting will not adequately reflect these disparities, and will unfairly
penalize consumers living in states where such conditions are not favorable.

Based on the foregoing and absent availability of a consumer “opt-in” mechanism, we oppose
full utility credit reporting and urge that the practice be prohibited by state and federal policymakers.
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